FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Oshidori International Development Donates 10 million JPY to Launch Initiative to Support Children in
Nagasaki on Children's Day

Nagasaki, Japan – 27 April 2021: Oshidori International Development Godogaisha (“Oshidori”), a Japanese
company established for the purpose of developing an integrated resort (“IR”) in Nagasaki, announced today the
launch of an initiative to support the children of Nagasaki, with the aim of developing an IR that can contribute
to the resolution of regional issues as well as creating an ideal city for generations to come. On May 5 Children's
Day, Oshidori will donate 10 million JPY through Kyushu Oshidori Children’s Foundation to seven child welfare
institutions in Nagasaki as part of its Children's Day initiative.

In addition to developing a world-class IR in Nagasaki and enhancing the Nagasaki and Kyushu tourism industry,
Oshidori aims to create a new community and city where everyone wishes to live in. The donation was made
through the Kyushu Oshidori Children's Foundation, in the hope that the children of Nagasaki - the city's treasure
- can grow up feeling positive about their future. The 10 million JPY donation to seven Nagasaki based institutions
includes Uragami Yoikuin, Okuura Jikeiin, Kibounohi Gakuen, Seibo-no-Kishien, Habataki Shienkai, Maria-en, and
Wakatake-ryo. In 2019, the number of child abuse cases in Nagasaki reached a record high, and an increasing
number of children have little to no job aspiration because they are forced to choose a career without feeling
much hope, due to issues related to poverty, such as having low income from non-regular job employment.
Oshidori hopes the donation will create impact to directly improve quality of education for the younger
generation and provide more opportunities for underprivileged children.
Moe Murakami, Oshidori’s Director of CSR commented, “When we were considering what the company should
do on Children’s Day, which traditionally is a day to appreciate and celebrate the life of children, we learned that
there are concerning issues such as child abuse. When we think about Nagasaki’s future, it is very important that
its people are truly happy. In this ever-changing modern world, children are our future leaders, therefore they
should be treasured. With this thought in mind, Oshidori is launching this initiative with a clear message; we wish
that the children of Nagasaki can go to sleep every night with bright hopes for tomorrow. Oshidori will continue
to make social efforts and contributions so that the people of Nagasaki have more confidence in their city, and
love their city even more.”
Through this initiative, Oshidori helps children living in Nagasaki to lead confident lives without giving up

nutritious food, daily necessities, and school supplies. Oshidori is committed to the realization of the Nagasaki IR
project and the development of local industries, and we will continuously strive to be a good corporate citizen
and help Nagasaki’s children based on Oshidori’s 4S principles.
Oshidori 4S Corporate Values
Oshidori hopes to contribute and support Nagasaki Prefecture with letter “S” keywords taken from its corporate
values:
1: Job employment (Shigoto) -- Contribute to job creation and employment in Nagasaki
2: Nurture (Sodateru) -- Contribute to new parenting and education methods in Nagasaki
3: Life (Seikatsu) -- Contribute to daily life in Nagasaki
4: State-of-the-art (Saisentan) -- Contribute to the state-of-the-art of Nagasaki

Oshidori’s celebration of Children’s Day and the launch initiative puts focus on “Nurture”, one of the 4S values.
In addition to this donation, the Kyushu Oshidori Children’s Foundation will contribute to improving the quality
of education and developing the potential of children of all ages through scholarships, foreign language teaching,
study abroad, internships, entertainment and hospitality programs, and student sports. It also contributes to the
improvement of the quality of education and the development of the potential of children. Oshidori’s IR will also
play a role in the reform of work styles by creating a culture and structure that supports the balancing of work
and childcare, including the development of childcare centers.
About Oshidori International Development Godogaisha (GK)
Oshidori International Development GK is a Japanese company established for the purpose of developing an
integrated resort in Sasebo City of Nagasaki Prefecture. Oshidori is in the business of building, designing and
operating IRs. Its parent company is Oshidori International Holdings Limited (listed on the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange SEHK: 0622). The President and CEO of Oshidori International Development GK is Alejandro (Alex)
Yemenidjian, a former President of MGM Resorts and a former CEO of MGM Studios.
The mission of Oshidori International Development GK is to create a spectacular resort that will contribute to the
enhancement of the Kyushu tourism strategy, create new job opportunities, improve the quality of life in the
community, and provide opportunities for the children of Kyushu. As a responsible member of the community,
Oshidori will collaborate with local governments, businesses, universities, and other organizations and work
together will local residents to continuously work on regional development with Nagasaki IR as the major catalyst.
About Kyushu Oshidori Children’s Foundation
In 2019, Oshidori established the Kyushu Oshidori Children’s Foundation in support of children and youth of all
ages, from pre-school to graduate school in the Kyushu region. The Foundation owns approximately 18.8% of the
share capital of Oshidori International Holdings Limited. The Foundation is dedicated to enhancing the lives of
children and youth in Kyushu, unleashing their potential to maximize their opportunities at school and work, and

inspiring them to live their life to the fullest. The goal of the Foundation is to bring improvements from the
primary level that can drive meaningful changes to rejuvenate Nagasaki.
The Foundation aims to foster future global citizens by:
•

Providing financial aid to children and youth from disadvantaged and vulnerable families, and singleparent households.

•

Working with related organizations in improving school facilities and teaching qualities to help students
(especially those from low-income and rural communities) to better prepare for college and career
placement.

•

Facilitating local high-school and college students to study abroad.

In July 2020, the Foundation donated 20,000,000 JPY to Akai Hane (Nagasaki Community Chest Association &
Social Welfare Corporation) to support flood relief efforts in Nagasaki Prefecture.

